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Sammanfattning 
I världen idag existerar två mekaniserade skördartekniker inom skogsavverkningen, 

helträdsavverkning och kortvirkesavverkningen. Den första innebär att hela träd skördas och 

skotas ut till en uppläggningsplats medan man inom korttimmeravverkningen istället fäller 

träden med en skördare som sedan kvistar och till sist kapar trädet till önskad längd. Denna 

avverkning är numera 100 procent mekaniserad och effektivare avverkning är ständigt i 

blickfånget. Effektivare avverkning kan yttra sig i antalet fällda träd per timme men också i 

bränslekostnader.  Dessa krav ställer i slutändan krav på skördarna och skotarnas prestanda. 

Ponsse Oyj är ett finskt skogsmaskinsföretag med fabrik i Vieremä som tillverkar både skördare 

och skotare. Till dessa maskiner tillverkar man även egna kranar. För skördare har man två olika 

designer, dels en bomkran och dels en parallellkran. Dessa båda krantyper har lika räckvidd men 

olika geometrier och vikt, vilket också innebär att masströgheterna skiljer dem åt.   

Syftet med detta examensarbete har varit att undersöka en av vardera krantypen, C2 från 

bomkrantypen och C22 från parallelltypen ur ett energieffektivitetshänseende. Detta har gjorts 

genom att mäta hydraulpumpflödet och kranarnas rotationsenergi. Mer specifikt har båda 

kranarna modellerats i Simulink med hydraulik och mekanik för att avgöra vilken av kranarna 

som är effektivast när kranspetsen har flyttats i en rörelse lika för båda kranarna. 

Kranspetsrörelsen simulerades med olika laster och för olika rörelser. Denna rörelse har varit i 

planet och för att jämföra kranarna vid vridning har kranspetsen placerats i olika positioner och 

masströgheten beräknats för vridning kring rotationsaxeln.  För given rotationshastighet 

beräknades sedan vederbörande rotationsenergi för de olika positionerna. 

Simuleringarna resulterade i en fördel för parallellkranen vid korta sträckor och obelastad kran. 

För längre räckvid visade istället bomkranen bättre effektvärden. 

För rotation av kranarna kring dess rotationsaxel med kranspetsen i olika positioner visar 

parallellkranen C22 högre energivärden än bomkranen när kranspetsen är placerad fem meter 

från rotationsaxeln men för positioner längre ut, vid 9,9 respektive 10 meter påvisar C2 kranen 

kräva högre energi, om än i nivå med parallellkranen. Energieffektivast ur rotationshänseende är 

således bomkranen då den överlag behöver lägre energi eller i nivå med den andra.    

Nyckelord: Skogsmaskiner, hydraulik, effektivitet 
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Abstract 
In today’s forest industry two mechanized methods are used, the Tree Length (TL) method and 

the Cut To Length (CTL) method. With the Tree Length method, trees are harvested and 

extracted from the forest as a whole tree to be further processed whereas with the Cut To Length 

method trees are harvested, branches are removed and the tree is cut to desired length to be 

extracted by a forwarder. The Cut To Length method is now a day 100 percent mechanized and 

more and more emphasis is put on efficiency in both harvesting and forwarding the trees. 

Efficiency can be measured in trees harvested per hour but also in fuel consumption. As an 

effect, the performance of the machines is in higher demand.   

Ponsse Plc is a finnish forestry machine company with production in Vieremä where both 

harvesters and forwarders are manufactured. Cranes and loaders are also made by Ponsse to 

match their harvesters and forwarders. Ponsse manufactures two designs of harvester cranes; a 

sliding boom crane and a parallel crane. The different types of cranes have the same reach but 

with different geometries and weights, which also leads to different momentum of inertia.  

The purpose of this master thesis is to investigate, from an energy efficiency point of view, the 

difference in performance between a sliding boom crane, C2, and a parallel crane, C22 by 

measuring the hydraulic pump’s flow and the rotational energy of the cranes. This has been done 

by modelling the cranes’ hydraulic circuits and by using 3D-CAD models with mass and inertias 

in Simulink. More specific, only the crane tips of the cranes have moved along a set trajectory, 

equal for both crane types. Different range and loads have been simulated. The energy needed 

for rotating the cranes have been calculated for different crane tip positions and compared. 

Simulink simulations gave beneficial results for the parallel crane when unloaded and acting at a 

shorter reach. For longer reach, the sliding boom crane was more efficient. 

The calculations of the cranes rotational energies showed that the parallel crane C22 yielded 

higher values than the C2 at shorter distance from the axis of revolution. The C2 crane had 

however slightly higher values than the C22 crane at longer reach, but it should be noted that 

differences were small. From this analysis, it is concluded that the C2 crane has an overall lower 

need of rotational energy and is therefore deemed the better crane. 

Keywords: Forest machines, hydraulics, efficiency 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Notations 

Symbol Description     Unit 

N Pump speed     [rad/s] 

P Pressure      [MPa] 

QA Actual pump flow rate    [m
3
/s] 

QT Theoretical pump flow rate   [m
3
/s] 

r Radius      [m] 

TA Actual pump torque    [Nm] 

V Volume      [m
3
] 

ηm Mechanical efficiency    [-] 

ηv Volumetric efficiency    [-] 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

CTL Cut To Length 

CTM Crane Tip Movement 

DC Direction Control 

TL Tree Length 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Trees have been cut down through centuries to be used for a variety of purposes, such as ship 

building and house building. Today’s wood harvesting is divided into manual and mechanized 

harvesting and the percentage are equally distributed between them. Roughly 60% of the 

mechanically harvested trees are harvested using the Tree Length (TL) method and the 

remaining 40% are harvested with the Cut-To-Length method (CTL). With the Tree Length 

method, trees are extracted from the forest as whole trees with branches and transported away for 

further processing as a whole tree to be sorted to logs or pulpwood. The CTL method includes 

the delimbing of the trees in the forest and the cutting of the trees into certain lengths for 

different uses. The amount of trees harvested with the CTL method is circa 20% of the trees 

harvested in the world and increasing (Ponsse, 2014). 

The mechanized harvesting of trees is done with a two machine system where a harvester fells 

the trees, delimbs them and finally cuts them into lengths and places them in piles. This is where 

the second machine, the forwarder, comes into action by lifting the logs onto the load space and 

transporting them to the side of the road for further transport by truck. 

Both the harvester and the forwarder rely on a robust and reliable hydraulic boom crane and 

reliable hydraulics to operate the tools such as harvester head and grapple needed to successfully 

and rapidly harvest and forward logs. As a measure to improve the energy efficiency of the forest 

machines, optimization is desired. For the harvester and forwarder booms, one way to improve 

them is to look at the efficiency of the hydraulics, namely the hydraulic for the boom. 

Forest machine producer Ponsse with production site located in Vieremä in Finland has produced 

harvester and forwarders since 1970 and has a range of booms in their assortment. Booms are 

made for both harvesters and forwarders, the latter called loaders. Harvester cranes are 

manufactured in two types, parallel cranes and sliding boom cranes with different geometries 

and design but with basically equal reach. Examples of sliding boom cranes and parallel cranes 

are given in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Ponsse Beaver harvester equipped with the C2 sliding boom crane (left) and the C22 parallel crane (right). 

(Ponsse, 2014) 

Since these two crane types differ in design but perform the same tasks, it becomes interesting to 

find out which type that or design that is more energy efficient.   
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1.2 Problem description 

The sliding boom crane and the parallel crane both carries the harvester head which fell trees and 

delimbes them,  however the movement geometry differ as well as the number of hydraulic 

cylinders and mechanical joints. There exists a hypothesis that the parallel crane consumes more 

energy for the same load than the sliding boom crane because of the crane’s vertical movement 

which raises its potential energy. This hypothesis related to the parallel crane is in context with 

the fact that quite often, especially in thinning operations the crane needs to reach maximum 

reach and then retract close to the base machine. Regardless if one crane has overall better design 

for this kind of operation, energy efficiency is not the only performance property. Other 

properties such as ease of manoeuvring, controllability and stability also play part in the general 

performance of the crane. However, these performance properties are not considered within the 

scope of this master’s thesis work (Einola, K., 2014).   

 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this master thesis is to model the hydraulic systems of two available crane 

solutions supplied by Ponsse Plc, including the mechanical properties of the crane such as mass, 

inertia and friction in the joints. With two models that include mechanical losses energy 

efficiency can be compared for the two types of cranes. Main focus lays in the study of 

differences in masses and inertias for the crane designs and with them the volume flow from the 

hydraulic pump to move the crane tip along a trajectory equal for both designs.  In the future, the 

results and models hopefully can come to use in further development and improvement of the 

cranes’ performances. 

1.4 Delimitations 

 The cranes modelled in this thesis are restricted to two given models manufactured by 

Ponsse Plc. 

 Modelling is restricted to only two harvester cranes; C2 and C22. 

 Crane parts used in the models are considered as rigid in order to simplify the models. 

 Not all actuators of the cranes will be considered in the modelling since the scope of the 

task greatly increases. Slewing of the cranes is not modelled but is however analyzed for 

different reaches and the result discussed. 

 The hydraulic circuits are not modelled to full extent since not all features are necessary 

to run comparative simulations of the two models. 

 Losses in pipes and bends are not considered, however fiction in cylinders are. 

 Full crane models are not used. Models are stripped of parts such as bolts, washers and 

hydraulic pipes and fittings. 
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1.5 Methods 

The means to successfully model the two crane solutions are with the use of SimHydraulics 

provided by Mathworks. It is a toolbox that contains libraries for modelling and simulating 

hydraulic systems. Entire systems including pumps, valves, actuators and other commonly used 

hydraulic components can be built in a model that also can take losses in bends and fluid 

compressibility into consideration. In addition, other mechanical and pneumatic features can be 

added and models for pumps and cylinders are already provided. It is also possible to represent 

commercial hydraulic components. Models are built similar to real life hydraulic systems; blocks 

represent pumps, valves and cylinders and lines connect them as pipes would in reality 

(MathWorks, 2014). 

With Simhydraulics, the hydraulic circuit for the two harvester cranes can be built as a first 

generation model and improved with e.g. custom made valves to comply with the performance 

from the supplier’s data sheet on that specific valve used in the crane. 

To implement the physical properties of the cranes such as dimensions, mass and inertia, CAD-

models are imported to SimMechanics. SimMechanics is a toolbox used to simulate and analyze 

3D mechanical systems in Simulink just as SimHydraulics is use to simulate hydraulic systems. 

Joints, constraints and force elements can be applied to a model and SimMechanics solves the 

equations of motion for the model (MathWorks, 2014). CAD-models can be exported from CAD 

software such as SolidWorks, ProEngineer and Autodesk Inventor into XML-files and imported 

into Matlab and SimMechanics. 

SolidWorks is a 3D-CAD software with capability of designing and visualizing 3D geometries as 

well as performing design studies and simulations. CAD import and export is available in many 

formats (SolidWorks, 2014).  

 

1.6 About Skogforsk and Ponsse Plc 

Skogforsk, or the Forestry Research Institute of Sweden, with head quarters located in Uppsala 

and with two research stations placed on other sites of Sweden acts as a research body for the 

forestry sector in Sweden.  Research is applied to fields such as forest technology, tree breeding 

and environmental impact to name a few. Funded by the Swedish government and other 

members of the institute, Skogforsk provides knowledge, services and products in order to keep 

Swedish forestry sustainable and profitable (Skogforsk, 2014). 

Ponsse Plc, a Finnish   manufacturer of forest machines since 1970 is renowned for their robust 

machines produced for the cut to length method. With subsidiaries in North and South America, 

Russia, China and in several places in Europe, Ponsse’s machines are working around the world 

and in the most varied environments (Ponsse Plc, 2014). 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 

2.1 Hydraulic harvester cranes 

There are a handful of manufacturers of forest machines aimed at the CTL-method such as 

already mentioned Ponsse Plc but also Komatsu, Rottne, Eco Log, John Deere and Gremo. All 

these machines have a hydraulic crane in order to move the harvester head and cut the trees, but 

crane sizes vary for the type of trees being felled. Lighter cranes are used to a larger extent for 

thinning whereas heavier cranes are used for final felling. Brunberg (2010) defined three classes 

of size in which harvesters and forwarders could be placed. These sizes are small, medium and 

large and give a good idea of the load capacity of the cranes. Nordfjell et al (2010) uses a slightly 

different classification where medium-size forwarders, large forwarders, double-grip harvesters, 

medium-sized single-grip harvesters and large single-grip harvesters make up five categories. 

Here, the dividing line between medium single-grip harvesters and large single-grip harvesters is 

set at 16 tonnes.  

 

Actuation of the hydraulic actuators of the crane is done by the operator by manually controlling 

which of the valves should be opened. There however exists an alternative option; crane tip 

steering where the operator instead of   selecting valves to open navigates the crane tip by 

moving a joystick in desired direction as described in Skogsland (Segerstedt, 2014). 

2.2 Ponsse cranes 

Ponsse manufactures all of their cranes in house at the Vieremä factory. Booms purposed for 

harvesting are referred to as cranes while booms used on forwarders are referred to as loaders. 

Both cranes and loaders segment have a handful of different options depending on lift capacity.  

The cranes modelled in this master thesis are described more in detail in the sections below. 

2.2.1. Ponsse sliding boom crane C2 

The harvester crane C2 is a sliding boom crane meaning that a main boom is attached to a pillar 

so that the boom can be tilted and lifted. Held within the main boom are two extension booms 

which slide out to reach the desired position. The extensions booms contribute the most to the 

outreaching ability.  The pillar with tilting and lifting cylinders is placed on a base which also 

can be tilted. Tilting can be done towards the base machine or in direction from it. This stand is 

also rotated by a rotation motor with a planetary gear enabling slewing of the crane. In Figure 2 

the most important parts are pointed out. 
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Figure 2. The C2 crane with its most important parts (Ponsse Plc, 2012). 

Table 1 lists the main components of the C2 crane. 

 

Table 1.  C2 main components listed. 

1 1 Rotation motor 7 2 Pillar 

2 3 Planetary gear (2 pcs) 8 4 Main boom 

3 5 Base, lower part 9 6 Extension 1 

4 7 Base, upper part 10 8 Extension 2 

5 9 Lifting cylinder 11 10 Extension cylinder 

6 11 Tilting cylinder (2 pcs) 12 12 Stand tilting cylinder (2 pcs) Boom 8,9 

and 10 

 

The crane, especially well suited for regeneration sites comes with the option of having external 

or internal hydraulic hoses. It has the following technical specifications listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Technical specifications of the C2 crane (Ponsse Plc, 2012). 

C2 Technical specifications 

Reach   10 m 

Lifting moment (gross)   205 kNm 

Slewing angle   250° 
Extension pulling force (gross)   27 kN 

Base tilt angle   30° 
Weight without oil   1850 kg 

Operating pressure   19,0-23,5 MPa 

Boom extension stroke   4,3 m 

Height from mount   2600 mm 

 

Summed up, the hydraulic cylinders in the C2 crane are two tilting cylinders, one lift cylinder 

and one extension cylinder as well as two cylinders for tilting the stand. Table 3 below provides 

information on the dimensions and strokes of the cylinders. 
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Table 3. Diameters and strokes for the C2 cylinders. 

Cylinder Outer diameter [mm] Inner diameter [mm] Stroke [mm] 

Tilt 80 50 925 

Lift 140 90 940 

Extension 75 50 2150 

2.2.2. Ponsse parallel crane C22 

The C22 parallel crane uses a lift cylinder to move the lifting boom up and down and rotation of 

the luffing boom is possible with the stroke of the luffing cylinder. Attached to the luffing boom 

is the extension cylinder which extends the extension. Slewing of the crane is done by rotating 

the base with the rotating motor. The base can be tilted back and forth with the actuation of 

another hydraulic cylinder. The most important components and features of the crane are seen in 

Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 3. The C22 crane with its most important parts (Ponsse Plc, 2013). 

In Table 4 are the main components of the C22 crane listed. 

Table 4. C22 main components listed. 

1 13 Rotation motor 9 14 Pump cylinder 

2 15 Slewing gear (2 pcs) 10 16 Lifting pressure accumulator (2 pcs) 

3 17 Stand tilting cylinder brackets (2 pcs) 11 18 Hose bracket 

4 19 Base, lower part 12 20 Working lights 

5 21 Base, upper part 13 22 Extension 

6 23 Lifting cylinder 14 24 Luffing boom 

7 25 Lifting boom 15 26 Extension cylinder 

8 27 Shut-off tap (2 pcs) 16 28 Luffing boom cylinder 

 

The pump cylinder is placed in parallel next to the luffing cylinder. The cylinders are 

mechanically connected to each other. As the luffing cylinder moves, the pump cylinder, 
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connected in series with the lift cylinder, pumps oil into the lift cylinder which makes the crane 

boom move in parallel.  

 

Depending on the costumer’s demands and needs, the reach of the crane is either 10 or 11 meters 

respectively. Other technical specifications are listed in Table 5 below. 

Table 5. Technical specifications of the C22 parallel crane (Ponsse Plc, 2013). 

C22 Technical specifications 

 C22+ 100 C22+ 110 

Reach 10 m 11 m 

Lifting torque 215 kNm 

Rotating moment 38 kNm 

Turning angle 250° 
Extension pulling force, gross 44 kN 

Base tilt angle 30° (-15°/+15°) Fox 

30° (-12°/+18°) Beaver 

Weight without oil 2800 kg 2900 kg 

Operating pressure 19,0-23,5 MPa 

Boom extension stroke 1,9 m 2,5 m 

Height from mount 2200-2700 mm 

Note! The height varies according to the crane position 

 

Outer and inner diameters and stroke lengths for the C22 cylinders are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6. C22 crane cylinders dimensions and strokes.  

Cylinder Outer diameter [mm] Inner diameter [mm] Stroke [mm] 

Lift 130 80 800 

Pump 120 56 1005 

Luffing  120 63 1005 

Extension 63 40 2500 

 

2.3 Hydraulic systems 

Oil hydraulics first appeared in machines around 1920 and  steadily increased, replacing many 

mechanical elements such as chains and gear boxes. A basic system can be built with 

components connected to each other with pipes, tubes and hoses. Basic components consist of 

pumps, strainer, filter, oil reservoir, pressure gauge to read the pressure, pressure relief valve, 

direction control valve to control the actuator, either a cylinder or a motor. Hydraulic systems 

come with a great deal of advantages, which are briefly summarized. Hydraulic power is 

beneficial in the sense that it is easily produced, controllable, and maintained and also has a good 

power to weight ratio. Hydraulic systems also provide the possibility to achieve great 

amplification in terms of power and force. Friction in the system is less than of that for a 

corresponding mechanical movement. Overloading of the system is prevented with ease by a 

pressure relief valve and together with electronics it is possible to have full control of load, 

position and speed. 

 

However, there are also some disadvantages, also for hydraulic systems. Hydraulic parts need to 

have a high degree of precision which leads to higher manufacturing costs and thus increases the 

cost of the entire system. In the case with forest machines and dumpers to name a few, the 

environment they operate in is a disadvantage since the hydraulic elements are susceptive to dirt 
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and corrosion. There is also the risk of the oil aging and deteriorating leading to disintegration of 

the oil (Majumdar, 2003).         

2.3.1. Hydraulic oils 

The hydraulic oil acts as the bridge that will carry the energy produced by a pump to an actuator, 

and therefore play a large role on the performance of the hydraulic system. Basically, the 

hydraulic oil should be able to perform the following: it should transport hydraulic energy and by 

doing so also lubricate the parts. The oil should help avoid corrosion and remove unwanted 

particles. Connected to these tasks are an abundance of desired properties of the hydraulic fluid. 

Eleven properties are listed by Doddannavar and Barnard (2005): 

 

1. Ideal viscosity 

2. Good lubricity 

3. Low volatility 

4. Non-toxicity 

5. Low density 

6. Environmental and chemical stability 

7. High degree of incompressibility 

8. Fire resistant 

9. Good heat-transfer capability 

10. Foam resistance  

11. Easy availability and cost-effectiveness 

 

No fluid holds all of these properties to full extent and therefore a fluid that comes closest to 

fulfilling the desired properties should be selected. 

 

Ponsse C2 and C22 cranes hydraulic oil 

 

Ponsse sets their own requirements on the hydraulic system for their cranes and especially for the 

hydraulic oil the following characteristics apply; the oil must suit the materials used for sealing 

and have good lubricity. The oil should also supply good corrosion prevention and have a good 

oxidation resistance. Lastly, the oil must be able to be used for a wide range of temperatures, i.e. 

have a high viscosity index. Specifically, the oil must meet the demands of the features presented 

in Table 7 below.  

 

Table 7. Features of the hydraulic oils used in the C2 and C22 cranes for different environmental conditions (Ponsse 

Plc, 2012). 
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2.3.2. Hydraulic pumps 

There exist multiple types of hydraulic pumps, each with different characteristics. But one object 

is the same for all of them and that is to provide flow. The hydraulic power from a pump is the 

flow times the pressure, and either one of the two parameters can be fixed, causing either 

pressure to rise under increased load (if flow is fixed) or flow to decrease (if pressure is fixed). 

All pumps all have the same pumping   action; a vacuum at the inlet of the pump makes the 

atmospheric pressure to force fluid in to the pump from where it is distributed out to the 

hydraulic system (Doddannavar & Barnard, 2005,  p.37). 

 

Piston Pump 

There are two types of piston pumps; axial piston pumps and radial piston pumps. The difference 

between these two types is the way reciprocating pistons retracts and extends, drawing in and 

discharging fluid. Axial piston pumps can further be divided into sub classes; bent-axis-type and 

swash plate-type.  

 

Bent-axis piston pump 

As the name of the pump states, the bent axis of a cylinder block relative to the drive shaft 

enables a set of pistons placed in a circular pattern round the cylinder to move in a reciprocal 

movement. The pistons are connected to the drive shaft by ball and socket joints and a universal 

link connects the cylinder block with the drive shaft. By changing the offset angle between the 

cylinder block and the drive shaft variable volumetric displacement is enabled and the angle can 

vary between 0-30 degrees. 

 

Swash plate piston pump 

Piston pumps with swash plates have the same working principle as the bent-axis with 

reciprocating pistons, only the manner the pistons reciprocates differ. The axis are aligned, 

however the piston shoes are sliding against a swash plate. The angle of the swash plate can be 

changed which leads to a change in displacement. The reciprocating movement of the pistons 

will lead to fluid being let in to the pistons during one half of the rotation of the piston barrel and 

being pushed out during the other half. The change of the swash plate angle can be performed by 

separate hydraulic cylinder. 

 

Pressure compensated variable displacement pumps 

Axial piston pumps with swash plates to change the displacement can be pressure compensated. 

The working principle is that there is a mechanical connection between the swash plate and a 

piston that senses the pressure in the system. The piston is a so called compensator piston and 

works against a spring. The spring biases the compensator piston in a manner such that initially, 

full flow is permitted. As the pressure rises, the compensator piston moves and changes the 

swash plate angle and thus changes the displacement of the pump. If the pressure drops, the 

compensator piston retracts, which increases the swash plate angle and the displacement 

(Majumdar, 2003, p. 120).  

2.3.3. Control valves 

This section explains the different control valves available within the area of hydraulics. This 

area of hydraulics is rather large and therefore it is kept to a smaller region enough to understand 

how the modelling is done later on. 

 

Majumdar, 2003, p.94 explains valves as a control device to adjust or manipulate the flow of a 

fluid in a pipeline. The valves have a passage for the flow of the fluid that can be varied, and the 

way this is done can be performed in various manners. To manually actuate a control valve is 

one way, but pneumatic, electric or hydraulic actuation is also common solutions. Control valves 
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can be generalized into three major categories: Direction control valves (DCV), Pressure control 

Valves (PCV) and Flow control valves (FCV). 

 

Direction control valves 

According to Doddannavar and Barnard, p.94, are valves means of controlling the path for a 

fluid to travel within the hydraulic system. This means that a DCV starts the direction of the 

flow, redirects it and also stops it. A typical use of a direction control valve is to control the 

motion of a hydraulic cylinder.  

 

Majumdar, p. 147, states that, in general, for spool type valves, its sliding motion enables 

connection between ports, either opening them or closing them. The actuation of the spool can be 

performed in various ways; manually, mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, 

electro-pneumatically and electro-hydraulically. It is also possible to actuate the spools by using 

remote control. 

 

Furthermore Majumdar writes that the actuation of the spool can be done by direct control or by 

indirect control using a Pilot valve or a DCV controlled by oil pressure.  Pilot valves are used 

when large valves are controlled and where the solenoid would be rather large in comparison to 

the valve.  

 

The ports are most commonly named A, B, T and P. Ports A and B are connections to another 

hydraulic feature of the system, e.g. a hydraulic cylinder. T stands for tank and P is the high 

pressure side, commonly supplied by a pump.  

2.3.4. Hydraulic cylinders 

Hydraulic cylinders play a large role in the simulations of the cranes’ movements since these will 

enable the models to move. Valuable details on hydraulic cylinders are presented in the 

following section and with which simulation will be made possible. 

 

Hydraulic cylinders are divided into two types; single acting cylinders and double acting 

cylinders. The main difference is that for single acting cylinders oil is let into one port or side of 

the piston, causing retraction or extension of the piston rod. The piston rod is then let back in to 

position by either an external load or by a spring. Double acting cylinders have two port sides 

where oil can be let in and out, thus making movement in two directions possible. An example of 

a double acting cylinder can be seen in Figure 4. Since the piston has a larger area on one of the 

sides because the piston is attached to the piston rod, double acting cylinders do not have equal 

force in the extension and retraction movements. 
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Figure 4. Double acting hydraulic cylinder (Majumdar, 2003). 

2.3.5. Hydraulic losses 

Losses in hydraulic systems are inevitable but desired to be kept at a minimum. Majumdar, p. 

451, locates some sources of losses to be energy losses in pipes and pipe fittings. Examples of 

pipe fittings are check valves, elbows and tees. Other places where losses are found are in 

hydraulic pumps and motors. These losses are caused by the flow of the hydraulic fluid but other 

losses are possible. Friction losses occur in hydraulic cylinders. Figure 5 presents forces acting on 

a hydraulic cylinder. 

 

Figure 5. Forces acting on a hydraulic cylinder. 

 

Equation 2.1 gives the relation between the total force Fo that acts on a cylinder during 

acceleration and under the influence of dynamic loads: 

 

 o s dF F F     (0.1) 

The total force is depending on the static force Fs and the dynamic force Fd.  The dynamic force 

comes from the mass accelerated by the cylinder. The static force, on the other hand, consists of 

several elements; the load on the cylinder, friction losses caused by rod and piston seal, Fr, and 

the effects of back pressure Fg. The friction losses that arise in the cylinder can be pinpointed to 

the seals and packings of the cylinder. Five main factors influence the losses from friction in 

cylinders and they are the finish between mating surfaces, the coefficient of friction for the seals 

and their connection with other surfaces. Moreover, the size of the seal and the pre-load of the 

seal influence the losses but also the oil pressure in the cylinder. One equation for an estimate of 

the friction force Fr is equation: 
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 r p cF F P A     (0.2) 

  

Where Fp is the sum of all the pre-load forces, µ is the coefficient of friction, P is the pressure 

and Ac is the circumferential area of the seal which depends on the length of the seal l and the 

inner diameter of the cylinder D as seen in equation (2.3): 

 
cA l D     (0.3) 

Pump efficiencies  

 

Hydraulic pumps have an overall efficiency consisting of both volumetric efficiency and 

mechanical efficiency. The overall efficiency can be determined by measuring the input power 

from a prime mover and the hydraulic output power from the pump. The volumetric efficiency is 

determined as the actual flow rate produced by the pump divided by the theoretical flow rate, see 

equation (2.4).  
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The actual flow rate produced by the pump is connected to leakages in the pump as an effect of 

pump house flexing and tolerances between parts in the pump. The mechanical efficiency is 

defined as the ratio between the output power from the pump with the assumption that no 

leakage exists and the actual power delivered by the pump. This ratio yields equation (2.5). 
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With expressions for both volumetric and mechanical efficiencies, an expression for the overall 

pump efficiency can be written, see equation  (2.6) 
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2.4 Mechanical losses 

Mechanical losses are effects of friction in mechanical systems. One part of the static friction is 

the Coulomb friction force Fc which states that friction is a dependant of the normal load but 

independent of the velocity. Another element of the friction but related to the velocity is the 

viscous friction, composing of the product between the viscous friction coefficient and the 

velocity. Finally, there exists a friction force known as static force. It is the friction force at rest 

or in other words at zero velocity. Breakaway force is a common name for the stiction force (or 

static force) and Coulomb force close to zero velocity (Olsson et al, 1998). 

One classic model for describing friction is the Stribeck friction.  It considers the breakaway 

friction at rest, the Coulomb friction force and the viscous friction as seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Stribeck friction as function of velocity. 

This Stribeck friction can then have three states presented in equation (2.7) below: 
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Where Fe is the external force, FS is the stiction force and F(v) is a arbitrary function that could 

have the shape as Figure 6 has. 

 

The function to plot the Stribeck friction in Figure 6 is presented in equation (2.8): 

 

 (F (F F ) exp( )) ( )C brk C vF c v sign v fv        (0.8) 

 

Where v is the relative velocity and f is the viscous friction coefficient. However this function is 

just a mere approximation and has drawbacks. As seen in Figure 6 the function is discontinuous 

at zero velocity which will make computations hard. A solution to get by this problem it to make 

the function continuous, and there are models available. One simple model is used in Simulink, 

where a region close to zero is assumed to be linear with the friction force being proportional to 

the velocity. This model yields a slightly different look than compared to Figure 6, see Figure 7 

in which the linear region around zero is visible. If the velocity threshold vth seen in Figure 7 

ranges between 10
-4

 – 10
-6

 m/s it has been noticed that result accuracy and computational speed 

both turn out well. With the introduction of the velocity threshold, equation (0.8) is slightly 

altered. The following situations occur: 
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Figure 7. Stribeck friction with linear region close to zero. 

2.5 Rotational energy and inertia 

As the crane is used to reach for the trees to fell, a common movement of the crane is the 

slewing, or the rotation of the crane base. Depending on where the crane tip is positioned during 

this rotation, the amount of energy to turn the crane varies. If rotation is considered around the 

the crane base center, the momentum of inertia J will vary depending on the crane geometry at 

the time. Apart from the inertia does the angular velocity ω matter for the required rotational 

energy Erot as seen in equation (2.11) provided by Björk (2011). 
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3  IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Modelling the hydraulic system 

3.1.1. General overview 

To model a hydraulic system in Simulink and SimHydraulics, a library of blocks representing 

features found within a hydraulic system is available to choose from. This section explains the 

blocks used to model the two cranes’ hydraulic systems and how values for parameters are set. 

 

Modelling hydraulics in Simulink is quite intuitive; the blocks look like very similar to the 

symbols used in real hydraulic circuits. Each hydraulic component has a set of parameters that 

are sometimes fix and sometimes have to be set to a certain value. The choice of the value has to 

be well considered and motivated. Many of the parameters are assumed to be equal for the 

sliding boom crane and the parallel crane and therefore set to the same value or the pre-existing 

value is left unchanged. 

 

The hydraulic circuit of the C2 and C22 crane have been implemented in the models to a limited 

degree. Focus was never to completely replicate the actual circuits as this would be both more 

than enough to actuate the crane and cause unnecessarily long simulation runs. Focus has rather 

been on representing the correct connections between the cylinders. 

 

For overview of the hydraulic circuit made to replicate the C22 crane, see Appendix A. The 

circuits contain different building blocks as mentioned in previous sections. 

3.1.2. Hydraulic fluid 

As presented earlier, the choice of hydraulic fluid for the system is very important and Ponsse 

has a few oils that go well with their hydraulic system. The block from SimHydraulics to be used 

is the block called “Hydraulic fluid” where standard fluids used in hydraulic systems can be 

selected. However, there is also the possibility of customizing the fluid to make it equal to the 

fluid used in the system. Since the bulk modulus parameter for the oils used by Ponsse is needed 

to make a fluid custom, an already existing fluid was selected for both the crane models, since 

the cranes have equal oils and this fact simplifies the comparison between the cranes. 

3.1.3. DC Valve 

For each actuation possible, i.e. lifting, luffing and extending for the C22 crane or tilting, lifting 

and extending for the C2 crane, a direction control valve is used to control the flow direction. 

The valve can be controlled by three types of parameterization; by maximum area and opening, 

by area vs. opening table and by pressure-flow characteristics. For the simulations in this theses 

work the first parameterization type was used with Simulink default values. With this 

parameterization, the relationship between the orifice opening and flow is linear. 

 

Further parameters belonging to the DC valve are the flow discharge coefficient, the critical 

Reynolds number and the leakage area. The flow discharge coefficient is a semi-empirical 

parameter for the valve capacity characterization and the default value provided by Simulink was 

used for the simulations. The critical Reynolds number is the maximum Reynolds number for 

laminar flow and at higher numbers turbulent flow will occur. Also for this parameter the default 
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value was used. The leakage area of the closed valve is the total area of all the possible leaks 

when fully shut. The default value recommended by Simulink is used for all simulations. 

3.1.4. Hydraulic cylinders 

Each hydraulic cylinder is modelled with individual values for all the parameters. The 

parameters to model a cylinder are described below. 

 

Piston area A is the area of the piston at the A-port side of the cylinder. This area is slightly 

larger than the area on the B-port side, known as the Piston area B input. The area is important 

because it is connected to the available force from the cylinder and the pressure in the cylinder. 

The areas of A and B port side were measured in the CAD-models to determine the correct input 

values.  The values used are listed in Table 8. 

Table 8. Piston areas for A and B port sides of the cylinders used in the simulations. 

Crane Cylinder 

C2 Tilt Tilt Lift Extend 

Piston Area 

A/B  
A B A B A B A B 

[m
2
] 0,00503 0,00306 0,00503 0,00306 0,01539 0,00903 0,00442 0,00245 

C22 Lift Pump Luff Extend 

Piston Area 

A/B 
A B A B A B A B 

[m
2
] 0,01327 0,00825 0,01131 0,00885 0,01131 0,00819 0,00312 0,00186 

 

Piston stroke is the maximal stroke of the hydraulic cylinder. Values for this input were collected 

from the CAD-models. When the rod is fully retracted towards port A, there is residual oil left in 

the chamber. This also applies to port B when the rod is fully extended. These residual volumes 

are known as dead volumes and are used by Simulink for the simulations. As the dead volumes 

from the manufacturer of the cylinders could not be found, Simulink default values were used.  

 

Specific heat ratio is a gas-specific heat ratio for Simulink’s piston chamber block and the 

default value is 1.4.  

 

Further data input to be able to simulate a double acting cylinder are contact stiffness and contact 

damping between the rod and the cylinder. If the stiffness is set high, the bodies become stiffer 

and penetrate less into each other. A smaller value makes the contact softer but could improve 

convergence and computational efficiency. The contact damping will make a contact close to a 

completely elastic one if the damping is set to zero. As the value is increased, more energy will 

dissipate during contact. The recommendation is to let the value be a nonzero value to avoid non-

convergence.   

 

The final values needed for the cylinder block is the initial distance from the cap on the A port 

side and the initial pressure of chamber A and B respectively. The initial distances were 

measured within the CAD-model for every cylinder and the initial pressures were set to 19 MPa 

in port A and 15 MPa in port B for all the cylinders.  
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3.1.5. Pressure compensated variable displacement pump 

A pressure compensated variable displacement pump was used in the models. Parameters in this 

block are the maximum displacement and setting pressure of the pump. In addition, values for 

the pressure regulation range, volumetric as well as total efficiency have to be typed in. Finally, 

nominal pressure, angular velocity and kinematic viscosity have to be filled in. The pressure 

regulation range is the pressure range required to change pump displacement from maximum to 

zero. The nominal pressure is the pressure differential across the pump. For this type of pump 

assumptions are that fluid compressibility is neglected, that there is no load on the pump shaft 

such as inertia or friction and that internal leakage is assumed proportional to the pump’s 

pressure differential. 

 

3.2 Modelling the mechanical system/losses 

 

In reality the C2 cranes weighs 1850kg and the C22 crane 2800-2900kg without hydraulic fluid 

in the system. The models that were used do not entirely match these weights because the 

following reasons: the models have been made less complex and the number of parts in the 

model is less in order to keep down simulation time. Hydraulic components etc, weighs almost 

the same for both models, therefore are they seen as not that important and removed from the 

models. 

 

3.2.1. Friction in joints 

The cranes have either rotational movement around joints or translational movement as the 

cylinders move and the extension boom of the crane slides. These joints all have friction, be it 

more or less, but it is always present. The friction in the joints is modelled with the Simulink 

block named translational friction. These joints use the Stribeck friction to describe the friction, 

also described in section 2.4.    

3.3 Model of crane with hydraulics and mechanics 

3.3.1. General overview 

The complete models of the C2 and C22 cranes with hydraulics and mechanicals are not only 

hydraulic circuits drawn and rigid parts connected by joints. There is a need to control the 

motion of the crane and to measure outputs such as pump flow, movement, pressures and other 

parameters with importance when evaluating the efficiencies of the cranes. 

 

As an overview of the model, Figure 8 displays the overall model from which it is possible to go 

deeper and explore more of the model.  
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Figure 8. Overall layout of the models, in this case the C22 crane model. 

As seen in Figure 8 the model consists of different blocks with different contents. The leftmost 

block is a signal builder block sending the desired position for each time during the simulation. 

The signals go through a controller block where measured position is controlled against the 

desired reference position. The output signals are signals that go to each of the direction control 

valves. The signal tells the DC valve whether to open or close any of the ports. 

 

The next block is the block called “C22” containing the crane model with all its parts connected 

to each other with different joints, see Figure 9 for an example. This block also holds the 

hydraulic system within. Measurements from the model are sent to a routing block where 

reference movement for each of the cylinders are paired together with the actual movement 

performed during the simulation. The results can then be viewed in multiple scope blocks. 

 

Figure 9. Extract from the C22 model displaying joints connecting to the lifting cylinder block. 

The manner in which the movement is controlled has gone through development during the 

building of the models.  First generation of the controller used the possible angles between crane 

booms when actuators moved from fully retracted to full stroke but also the allowed stroke of the 

extension cylinders. Angle sensors were placed in the revolute joints in order to measure the 

actual angle during the simulations to feed back to the controller. The signal builder block 

plotted desired angles over time from where the controller would check its actual position. 

 

However, using angles for controlling the movement is not as intuitive as using the strokes of the 

actuators for control of the movement of the cranes. Actuator stroke give easier information for 

the user how the crane is positioned since actual stroke can be compared against maximum 

stroke whereas an angle does not. Therefore, a second generation of the models was built with a 

controller that controlled actual stroke against desired stroke. There are as with the angle 

controlled movement some drawbacks. A major drawback, that also applies for the first 

generation angle controlled movement is the difficulty to determine the crane tip movement 

since the crane tip movement can depend on the actuation of each of the hydraulic actuators, the 

combined motion of two actuators or the combined motion of all acting at the same time.  Fine 

tuning the input signals of the signal builder block becomes very hard to overview.   
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As lessons were learned from these two generations of controllers, a third controller was 

deployed with the aim of easily set a coordinate for the crane tip to reach at the end of the 

simulation.   Two input signals are used to control the crane tip movement, one for movement 

along the x-axis and another signal for the movement along the y-axis. For a model with 

movement in space, an extra third signal would be required for movement along the z-axis. 

 

3.3.2. Detailed description 

Reference signal 

The reference signals for the movement of the C2 and C22 crane built in the Signal Builder 

block are seen in Figure 10 below. Any position is possible to set, however built in constrictions 

in the controller will not allow the cylinders to retract and extend more than physically possible. 

The result of this fact will be a crane that tries to reach to the desired position but will not reach 

further than the constrictions allow. 

 

Figure 10. X and Y positions of the crane tip over time.  These signals are used as reference. 

 

Controller 

The controller of the C2 crane and the C22 crane are not exactly equal in how they work and 

control, but the position control is the main task and secondly restrictions of the cylinder 

movements. Mutual for both the C2 and C22 controller is the measurement of the crane tip over 

time. Between the crane tip and the origin of the crane is a transform sensor placed. It allows 

multiple measurements between the parts connected to it such as positions, angular and 

translational velocities and accelerations. Another transform is required for the cranes, but they 

measure between different positions since the cranes do not have equal geometry. The points 

measured with the sensors are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Measuring points for the transform sensors marked in cyan. Top left: Origin for both cranes. Top right: 

Measuring point for C22. Bottom left: Measuring point for C2. Bottom right: Crane tip point for both cranes. 

With these positions the controller block sends them into three sub-controllers, one for each type 

of cylinder as seen in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Measured crane tip positions and reference positions are sent to the sub-controllers. 

 

The sub-controllers subtracts the actual positions from the desired x and y positions and does this 

for the crane tip and the other sensing point and thus creates two differences for x and y. These 

are then used to calculate the angle made by the arctangent of delta y and delta x. By subtracting 

one angle from the other, a difference in the angle is achieved as seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Difference in angles yields an error output signal d. 

 

This signal tells the DC valves to either open one port and to close the other which will actuate 

the cylinder outwards or inwards. To make sure that the cylinders does not retract or extend more 

than is possible, restrictions blocks were added after the PD controllers. The restrictor that 

prohibits retraction more than physically possible, i.e. rod and cylinder colliding, compares the 

actual stroke against the initial distance from the cap and if the subtraction is less than zero it 

does not forward the signal to further actuate the cylinder in that direction. In the other case of 

extending the cylinder to far, initial distance of the of the rod from the cap is added to the actual 

stroke and if the addition is more than the max stroke value the signal to further extend is 

terminated. Figure 14 exemplifies the restriction on the extension cylinder from retracting too 

far. 

 

Figure 14. Retraction restriction for the extension cylinder. 

 

Each of the command signals are sent to the hydraulic cylinder for which it is meant for, i.e. the 

reference signal for the lifting cylinder is sent to the lifting cylinder. The command signal is sent 

to the DC valve for each of the cylinders. 

 

C2/C22 Model 

This block contains this block the entire crane model, where each part is connected to another 

part with different joints determined from the CAD-model. Within this block is also the 

hydraulic block described in section 3.1. In each of the cylinder blocks are translational friction 

added to represent friction in the hydraulic cylinders. Measurements of the crane tip movements 

are done with a sensing block connected between the origin and the crane tip. 
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Routings and scopes 

The routings are solely to connect the correct reference signal with measured position and to 

merge signals together to be plotted in the same scope. Data being sent to the scopes are pump 

pressure and flow, pressures in the cylinders and their strokes and also the desired movement 

plotted against the actual one. 

3.3.3. Simulation Setup 

Crane tip movement 

To be able to compare two cranes against each other, initial and boundary conditions for the 

simulation are needed. Both cranes have the same reach and therefore it is only logical that crane 

tip movement starts at a position equal for the cranes and ends in another position. This will 

allow for the cranes to move along the same trajectory. The cranes were placed with the crane tip 

3 meters away from the origin along the x-axis and 0 meter along the y-axis.  The end position 

was set to six meters and 8,5 meters respectively, where the vertical travel for the shorter travel 

was set to 1,6 meters and the longer travel was set to a vertical travel of 0,8 meter. Three 

different setups of loads on the crane were run; unloaded, 600kg and 1200kg.    

 

To summarize the simulation setup, Table 9 gives an overview of the simulations.  

Table 9. Simulation runs; reach and load for each crane type. 

Crane type Start (x,y) End (x,y) Reach  [m] Load [kg] 

C2 

Sliding Boom 

Crane 

 

(3,0) (6,1.6) 6 Unloaded 

(3,0) (8.5, 0.8) 8,5 

Unloaded 

600 

1200 

C22 

Parallel  Crane 

(3,0) (6,1.6) 6 Unloaded 

(3,0) (8.5, 0.8) 8,5 

Unloaded 

600 

1200 

 

3.4 Crane slewing rotational energy 

In the earlier sections efficiencies due to mechanical losses have been described. Comparison of 

the two cranes can be done as described in section 3.3. However, the movement used for 

comparison does not consider the rotation of the crane and the energy needed to slew the crane 

with its inertia with an angular velocity. The C2 and C22 cranes were placed with the crane tip in 

different positions in order to change their geometries and their inertias. The positions where the 

crane tip was positioned are (5,0), (9.9,0) and (10, 0.9) in x and y coordinates with respect to the 

origin at the crane base as seen in Figure 15 below:  
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Figure 15.The three different crane tip positions from where inertias were collected. Left: C2. Right: C22. 

Values of the momentum of inertias were gathered from the CAD-software SolidWorks.  

Specifically were values of the inertia for rotation around the y-axis of interest since they were 

used in the calculations of the rotational energy. The momentums of inertia about the y-axis for 

the cranes in the three different positions are listed in Table 10. 

Table 10. Inertias about the y-axis for three positions of the cranes. 

Crane type Position (x, y) m Inertia kgm
2 

C2 

(5, 0) 7621,4 

(9.9, 0) 35419,9 

(10, 0.9) 35683,5 

C22 

(5, 0) 13192,6 

(9.9, 0) 33799,3 

(10, 0.9) 32013,6 

 

The rotational energy was calculated as stipulated in section 2.5 where the energy is depending 

on the inertia and the angular velocity. No extra friction was added to these calculations as both 

cranes have the same base and the energy losses in the planetary gears that rotate the crane base 

can be assumed to be equal. 
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4  RESULTS 

4.1 Simulink simulation results 

After each simulation, data was collected and processed.  Here the average hydraulic power 

needed to move the crane tip at the different combinations of load and reach are listed in Table 

11.  

Table 11. Average power needed during the simulations. 

Crane type Reach  [m] Load [kg] Average Power 

[kW] 

C2 

Sliding Boom Crane 

 

6 Unloaded 342,5 

8,5 

Unloaded 323,4 

600 346,3 

1200 419 

C22 

Parallel  Crane 

6 Unloaded 289,6 

8,5 

Unloaded 434,9 

600 436,9 

1200 458,4 

 

4.2 Results from the slewing at different crane tip positions 

The two cranes were positioned with their respective crane tip at the same distances from the 

axis of rotation at three different positions as described in section 3.4. The change of geometries 

and inertias to reach the positions along with different angular velocities to slew the crane 

yielded varying rotational energies. Figure 16 shows the results from the calculations. Each of 

the three positions of the crane tip is seen in a plot where both the energy for the C2 and the C22 

crane are plotted against each other for comparison. 

 

Figure 16. Rotational energy as a function of the angular velocity for three crane tip positions. 
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From Figure 16 and its leftmost plot it can be seen that the C2 crane requires less energy than the 

C22 crane when the crane tip is positioned at (5,0) meters from the axis of revolution. The two 

other plots of the cranes reaching further out shows that the C2 now requires slightly more 

rotational energy than the C22 crane. 
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5  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Discussion 

5.1.1. Simulink results 

By comparing the power needed for each run, some results are worth discussing. When looking 

at the simulations with the crane unloaded and reaching at 6 meters, it is seen that the C2 crane 

requires more power than the C22. This is however not the case for any of the simulation runs at 

8,5 meters of reach. The reason why the C2 crane has a higher average power could have various 

causes. First of all could it be the weight and geometry of the cranes that make the difference. 

Moving the crane tip higher up along the y-axis but not as far along the x-axis could be more 

beneficial for the C22 crane. However at reaches that are further away, the C22 crane loses its 

gain.  

When the reach for the simulations are set to 8,5 meters, the C22 crane measures higher for all 

load cases. However, there could be a reason why the C2 values are not higher. The manner in 

which the extensions of the crane move relative another is simulated in a way that gives the right 

movement, but where the force to actuate the outmost extension does not add to the pressure in 

the extension cylinder and therefore sets a lower demand on the pump and its required work.   

5.1.2. Slewing 

When looking at the slewing of the cranes and their inertias, the results yield that the C2 crane is 

better than the C22 crane for short range movements; 3 and 5 meters away from the axis of 

rotation. However, when the cranes reach at full reach, (9.9,0)  and (10,0.9) meters respectively,  

it shows that the C22 is slightly better. This indicates that somewhere during the outward 

movement a change in inertias for the cranes turns the C2 towards a higher value than that of the 

C22 crane. Interesting to know would be to find out at what region or position this occurs. As of 

now the flux occurs between five and ten meters away from the axis of rotation.   

By neglecting the fact that the C2 crane has slightly higher values at far reaches than the C22, the 

C2 crane has less energy demands in short range and almost the same as the C22 when reaching 

out which makes it the preferable choice when looking at a comparison of the rotational 

energies.  

5.1.3. Simulation input values 

Simulating the hydraulic circuits requires a lot of input parameters for simulations in Simulink, 

some of them known but many are unknown.  The solution to this problem has been to use the 

default values provided by Simulink. They are however only default values and may not 

represent the reality to the desired degree.  Especially DC valves and pressure relief valves have 

many parameters that have default or assumed values. The effects of having values that does not 

go well with the rest of the hydraulic system could cause termination of the simulations due to 

various reasons. As more cylinders are added in order to increase the degrees of freedom, the 

complexity of the hydraulic system increases and troubleshooting becomes harder, and 

especially if then some input values are erroneous. Some values are on the other hand beneficial. 

The leakage area in the DC valves as an example. The real leakage area is unknown, but having 

a nonzero value help avoid the simulations from not converging. 
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5.1.4. Crane mass difference 

The results from the crane tip movement simulations and the slewing of the crane are heavily 

dependent on their masses. Simulations in Simulink were done with values collected from 

stripped CAD-models and the calculations of energy for the slewing of the cranes used values 

from the unstripped CAD-model. Both of these values, stripped or unstripped, C2 or C22 crane, 

do not completely match, as can be seen in Table 12 where masses of the cranes are listed. Some 

loss of mass in the CAD-model can be due to the exclusion of weld beads in the models, but only 

for the C22 model since it weighs less than specified whereas C2 weighs more. 

 

Table 12. Mass comparison between crane without oil, crane complete from CAD-model and crane stripped of parts.  

Crane type Mass without hydraulic oil [kg] Mass unstripped [kg] Mass stripped [kg] 

C2 1850 2164,1 2122,15 

C22 2900 2161,5 1851.21 

 

5.2 Conclusions 

The simulations of the cranes’ outreaching motions tell their energy efficiency relative each 

other. It can be seen that for a shorter but higher reach, the sliding boom crane requires a higher 

average hydraulic power from the pump than the parallel crane.  When the reach is increased and 

the vertical movement decreased the result changes. The sliding boom crane now has less need 

of power.  

To relate this with the slewing, there are some contradictions. When close to the rotational axis 

the sliding boom crane needed a lower rotational energy   but slightly higher values further away. 

It is not possible to state that one crane is better purely because it performs better at slewing than 

reaching out and the other way around. A combination of slewing and outward motion could be 

an appropriate manner to obtain new results to evaluate.  

Finally, two models have been built that have great possibilities when it comes to changing 

parameters since almost every parameter is loaded from a Matlab m-file. If one or more 

parameter value is changed, the models have only to be rerun to simulate with the new 

parameters. The two models are also very well prepared for simulations of other crane types. The 

majority of the model can be reused; it is only the block holding the crane parts with its masses 

and inertias that have to be fitted to the rest of the overall model. 
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6  RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSED FUTURE 
WORK 

6.1 Recommendations 

When modeling hydraulics in Simulink there are many parameters that have to be set in order to 

run the simulation. Default values can be used and has been used to a large extent in this master 

thesis. Not knowing all parameters and having to rely on both known values and estimates is not 

recommended. The maximum opening of the DC valves and its maximum opening area can be 

used as an example. Its inputs were not known and default values were used, and simulations ran 

smoothly with pump pressure and speed but would the results be different?    

Simulations errors can occur, and they often do when an input is not right, e.g. supplying the 

system with pressure less than what is needed to actuate the cylinders. Values of the parameters 

need to go well together, to sum up the issues with hydraulic simulations. 

There are a handful of issues which have called for a lot of attention and hours of work to make 

the models work and behave as desired. The greatest issue has been the building of the 

controller. It has gone through different stages and become more advanced for each stage of the 

development. The now existing controller with position feedback can be extended to work in 

space to allow slewing of the cranes. On the other hand does the controller work in the same 

sense as cranes with boom tip steering and actuates the right cylinder at the right time as opposed 

with the measured stroke feedback controller where each cylinder has to be controlled to actuate 

by the operator or in the case with simulations by a desired stroke length signal. The stroke-

controlled controller can easily be implemented again in the models. However the issue of tuning 

the controllers’ Proportional and Derivative values requires a lot of work.   

6.2 Proposed Future work 

As this Master of Science thesis has run its course many questions are raised and problems 

encountered. Some can be solved within the time scope but for others delimitations are needed. 

Many of these delimitations return in this section as further work. 

As a first point to mark as possible future work is the adoption of more hydraulic actuators in the 

model. By making use of the two slewing motors the crane movements evolve from having only 

planar movement to a movement in space. This of course enables new movement patterns to be 

simulated, to see the effect of the hydraulics in the slewing motors and the mechanical friction in 

the gears. Furthermore, in order to implement all of the cranes abilities to move is to also 

implement the tilt actuators that enables tilting of the entire stand on which the crane is mounted. 

The models, one for the C2 crane and one for the C22 crane have undergone continuous 

development under time and had different means of movement control. Regardless of the 

controller, an optimized movement pattern could be found. Since the position of the crane tip can 

be reached by various movements of the hydraulic actuators, a possible way of optimizing the 

movement could be to actuate the cylinders in a manner so that the pump flow is kept to a 

minimum. As examples, in this way, actuation of a cylinder with high friction or that for some 

other reason requires extra work from the pump will be actuated only when needed to be able to 

reach a specific point, e.g. extending the extension cylinder for maximal reach. This optimization 

can be done with both stroke-control and crane tip position control. There is however no optimal 

movement that works for all situations for a harvester crane. This fact could imply that it is 

practically impossible to try to minimize the work needed from the pump but there could be a 
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possibility to sort typical movements into groups. Groups could be sorted into the different 

operations performed by a harvester crane, such as moving the crane towards a tree, dragging the 

tree, returning the crane etc. 

The C2 crane model has chains that move the first extension relative the other. This kind of 

movement and force transfer with chains has not been modeled and is an area to look further 

into. SimDriveline offers the possibility to model a chain drive.  

Adding the drive chain model to the overall model is a step towards a more representative model 

of the crane, but the model could represent the reality in other ways: 

 Compensate for the mass of the hydraulic oil that is not present in the present models. 

 Add more parts and components to fully match the real cranes’ masses and inertias. 

 Add friction to more joints. 

 Improve the friction model 

The last bullet, improvement of the friction model does not mean improve the model itself.  It 

aims more at finding the range of values so they can be used as input in the model and more   

representative than the one used in the existing models. 
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APPENDIX A:  SIMULINK MODELS 

C22 Hydraulic Circuit 
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APPENDIX B:  INPUT VALUES TO SIMULINK MODELS 

C22 model 

Block Tab Parameter Value Unit 

Lifting Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 0.800 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in negative 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.29832 

 

m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Lift DC Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Lifting cylinder 

friction 
Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Pump  Cylinder 
Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 1.005 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties Cylinder orientation Acts in positive - 
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direction 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.91139 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Pump Cylinder DC 

Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Pump cylinder friction Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Luffing Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 1.005 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in positive 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.91139 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Luff DC Valve Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 0.005 m 
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opening 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Luffing cylinder 

friction 
Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Extension Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 0.800 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in positive 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Extension DC Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 
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Extension cylinder 

friction 
Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Variable-

Displacement 

Pressure-compensated 

pump 

Parameters 

Maximum 

displacement 

1.45E-4 m
3
/rev 

Setting pressure 19E6 Pa 

Pressure regulation 

range 

45E5 Pa 

Volumetric 

efficiency 

0.85 - 

Total efficiency 0.75 - 

Nominal pressure 23.5E6 Pa 

Nominal angular 

velocity 

1600 Rpm 

Nominal kinematic 

viscosity 

18 cSt 

Pressure Relief Valve Parameters 

Maximum passage 

area 

2E-3 m
2 

Valve pressure 

setting 

23.5E6 Pa 

Valve regulation 

range 

25E5 Pa 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-9 m
2
 

Hydraulic Fluid Parameters 

Hydraulic fluid Oil-30W - 

Relative amount of 

trapped air 

0.004  

System temperature 50 °C 

Viscosity derating 

factor 

1 - 

 

C2 Model 

 
Block Tab Parameter Value Unit 

Tilt1 Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 0.925 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in positive 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.21371 

 

m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 15E6 Pa 
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pressure 

Tilt1 DC Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Tilt1 cylinder friction Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Tilt2  Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 0.925 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in positive 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.21371 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Tilt2 Cylinder DC 

Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 
Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 
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Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Tilt2 cylinder friction Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Lift Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 0.940 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in negative 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0.19054 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Lift DC Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Lifting cylinder 

friction 
Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 
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Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Extension Cylinder 

Basic parameters 

Piston Area A 20.2   m
2
 

Piston Area B 20.2   m
2 

Piston Stroke 2.150 m 

Dead volume A 1E-4 m
3
 

Dead volume B 1E-4 m
3 

Specific heat ratio 1.4 - 

Hard Stop Properties 

Cylinder orientation Acts in positive 

direction 

- 

Contact stiffness 1E6 N/m 

Contact damping 150 N/(m/s) 

Initial conditions 

Piston initial distance 

from cap A 

0 m 

Chamber A initial 

pressure 

19E6 Pa 

Chamber B initial 

pressure 

15E6 Pa 

Extension DC Valve 

Basic parameters 

Model 

parameterization 

By maximum area 

and opening 

- 

Valve passage 

maximum area 

500 mm
2 

Valve maximum 

opening 

0.005 m 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-12 mm
2
 

Initial openings 

Orifice P-A initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice P-B initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice A-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Orifice B-T initial 

opening 

0 m 

Extension cylinder 

friction 
Parameters 

Breakaway friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Coulomb friction 

force 

1E5 N 

Viscous friction 

coefficient 

1E7 N/(m/s) 

Transition 

approximation 

coefficient 

10 s/m 

Linear region 

velocity threshold 

1E-4 m/s 

Variable-

Displacement 

Pressure-compensated 

pump 

Parameters 

Maximum 

displacement 

1.45E-4 m
3
/rev 

Setting pressure 19E6 Pa 

Pressure regulation 

range 

45E5 Pa 

Volumetric 

efficiency 

0.85 - 

Total efficiency 0.75 - 

Nominal pressure 23.5E6 Pa 

Nominal angular 

velocity 

1600 Rpm 

Nominal kinematic 18 cSt 
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viscosity 

Pressure Relief Valve Parameters 

Maximum passage 

area 

2E-3 m
2 

Valve pressure 

setting 

23.5E6 Pa 

Valve regulation 

range 

25E5 Pa 

Flow discharge 

coefficient 

0.7 - 

Critical Reynolds 

number 

12 - 

Leakage area 1E-9 m
2
 

Hydraulic Fluid Parameters 

Hydraulic fluid Oil-30W - 

Relative amount of 

trapped air 

0.004  

System temperature 50 °C 

Viscosity derating 

factor 

1 - 
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